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KEN YON COUNT

Walsh's Talk

IS THIS DANCE WEEKEND?
Where to go, seems to be

the question. Gambicr parties will begin
Les Elgart
around 9 and end about 12 p.m. this Friday evening.
'nd his band of rebound will play in the Great, Peirce Hall from
a.m. r arrowing tms event, there
11:00 p.m. vu aiuAiniaicij j.
ill be nothing.
2.) Do you feel the Collegian
From approximately 2 to 4 a.m.
reflects
the interests of the stuSunday, Carl Sally and his colbody? Sample poll 12 affirdent
in
will
entertain
the
lie combo
Saturday mative, Validity poll: 15 yes.
lounge.
jfoo Kappa
3). Would you prefer the artiKappa
Taus
of O.
Phi
the
pijht
of literary value to appear in
cles
p.m.
to
from 10:00
S U. will PIav
Following Hika rather than in The Collego.OO a.m. in Commons.
ian? Sample poll: 79 yes. Valhis dance there will be refreshmidity poll: 75
affirmative.
divismost
of
in
the
served
ents
The Collegian is not concerned
Around 4:00
ions on the Hill.
over the finding for the first two
a.m. many will retire to Benson
quest ions. However, concerning
hole where the usual trophies will
a special, the third:
be presented along with
Most people think that the Colnew award. Tickets for the latter
is a newspaper and beevent may be purchased from legian
your local T. N. E. representative. come pompously irate when they
During the Saturday, a group of find too great a disparity between
thespians will also present End The Plain Dealer and the Colleg- No doubt, many people
Game, Beckett's new play, in the lan.
The usual athletic would be dissatisfied with The
HiU Theatre.
events will take place during the Plain Dealer itself, because il does
not use Kenyon College as a
course of the weekend.
INAUGURAL LECTURES
frame of reference for all their
Sutcliffe has an articles. The unfortunate fact is
Dr. Denham
two men have that the Collegian is simply not a
nounced that
agreed to speak at Kenyon during newspaper
the subtitle clearly
lecture series es- - states that it is "A Journal of
the inaugural
toblished by President Lund. The Student Opinion."
Does the
will include four visiting legian, then, represent the opin
ions of the majority of Kenyon
lecturers and the inaugural adby the students? Or better, do the madress to be delivered
jority of students at Kenyon have
President.
A recent poll indicated
Dr. Paul Tillich, presently the opinions?
professor of systematic theology that the student body as a whole
Divinity School reads the Collegian begrudgingly.
al the Harvard
1958. if at all. The number of letters
will speak in December,
The second speaker to accept a sent to the editor amount to about
lectureship
is Dr. Detlev. W. three. If the students really had
Bronk,
the president of the an opinion about anything, there
Rockefeller Institute.
As yet the would surely be more comment
date of Mr. Bronk's lecture has than this about the many connot been set, nor the topics of troversial articles that have apeither decided.
The other two peared. If only a dozen students
lecturers have as yet to be "deterhere at Kenyon have an opinion
mined.
which they feel is worth articulating, then these people, and only
BLURBS:
"Also, we have found most girls these people, because of the nathink that attending a symphony
ture of the Collegian, will be
would make an interesting date."
heard.
Frank Huss, Univ. of Cincinnati,
The sad matter is, that there
News Record.
isn't anything terribly opinionated
"Youth of today is very mobabout the fact that Kenyon won
ile," Dr. Patrick said.
a judo match or that Dance Week"When you do marry, jump
end will feature two dances M.B.
from one door to another
and
make it a clean jump." O. U. psychology department professor in
an article in the O. U. Post.
A
1
rather energetic course of marital
1
V 'A
--

Col-seri-

es

affairs.

''At times she's
in American

one

the quizzical
lit wanting to

know

what makes Hemingway
article, Seton Journal. Well,
you wind him up
and then
"Why sell Miami to Us?" Miami
tick;"

Student editorial.
"From its very

f

' '

inception to the
no one has been
what to do with the
College of UC."
Chicago Maroon,
of Chicago. Perhaps Miami
irid the Univ.
of Chicago should
have a white
elephant sale.
Present
day,
quite sure

n

1-n-

"
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A
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COLLEGIAN POLL
week or two ago two mem-er- s
01 the social psychology class
the following poll and came

I

'A

with

the following results:
you read at least 50
"l each
edition of The Collegian?
In
'he sample poll in which 47
students were queried, 51
ansKeny oil's judo team rehearses.
wered yes.
In the validity poll in
nich 343
For the results see page four. The
polled,
students
were
04
Collegian brings sports to the fore!!
answered affirmative.
UP
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by Ronald McLaren
The chief question Professor
Walsh's paper raises is that of
"how are we to choose between
alternative systems of metaphysics." The criteria he suggests is
for us to "enter into" the system
in question, and from this internal
point of view to see 1) whether
the conceptual structure of the
system is logically
and 2) whether its "fundamental
insight" helps us to take a look
at the world that "is 'enlightening', 'authentic,' or 'convincing'."
I find this position a quite convincing one, for some metaphysical systems
the ones I find best
(Aristotle's, Kant's, and Spinoza's)
do seem to perform their roles
in a way that satisfies these criteria. I feel this way in spite of the
fact that Professor Walsh's position might well lead us into believing that metaphysics is psychologically useful to the individual, is subjective in the sense that
psychologists could someday tell
us what sort of person would
choose to be convinced by the
various ways of looking at the
world.
The virtue of this view of metaphysics seems to me to be in what
it suggests. Professor Walsh balks
at the idea of seeing objectivity
andor truth in metaphysics.
However, if there is a single point
upon which any of the traditional
metaphysicists (I find this term
happier than the old one, which
calls to mind an image of a doctor's doctor) agreed with all the
others, it was that his system was
the only true one. And I think
that this is the only proper way to
regard metaphysics. The case is
like that of the clergyman who
ended an argument with a fellow
believer with "Let's just agree to
difTp
After all, we're both doing God's will, you in your way
and I in His."
Analogously with science, then,
metaphysics is justifiably dogmatic. And metaphysics is, at least,
to some extent, though not as
much as the sciences of course, a
cumulative area of knowledge.
Kant's metaphysics at any rate,
with the lessons of earlier systems
under its belt, was able to describe and explain in part the
nature of the phenomena that
arise in the interplay between
subject and object.
Metaphysicists have furnished
us with new light with which to
view the world, because their
purpose has been to tell us just
how we ought to conceptualize
the world, just what, in Suzanne
K. Langer's phrase, our "Symbolic transformation" does to the
things it starts out with. Aristotle and Kant were the finest of
this heroic breed, because they did
not give us just their own psychological orientations but were able
to transcend these better than
most, and to see that the philosophical problems must not be
any
particular
with
tinged
"brand" of seeing the world. For
the metaphysicist's job is to see
the seeing itself, and to do this it
must be able to distinguish between the see-e- r and the seen.
Initiated by Kant, the study of
"seeing" or conceptualizing has
made progress in England (Wittgenstein) and in America, right
here at Kenyon. The metaphy-- (
Continued on page four)
self-consiste-
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by W. H. Walsh
The

abstract

Walsh's speech, which the Oxford Philosopher
gave at the ninth meeting of the Kenyon Symposium, last Sunday,
April 27:
of W. H.

The elimination of metaphysics has been a continuous theme in
modern thought: ever since the 18th century metaphysics has been
denounced as a pseudo-sciencAccording to what has become
virtually the official account among modern philosophers, it is an
undertaking which (i) professes ability to penetrate behind the 'appearances' which are all we can know in everyday life and to give
us information about the 'reality' which underlies them, and (ii)
relies on logical equivocation to persuade people that its professions
can be made good. The object of my paper is to deny both that
metaphysicians must be seen as offering us news from nowhere
and that there is nothing more to their activity than bad logic; views
which, it may be remarked in passing, seem relatively unplausible
when we notice the continued appeal of major metaphysical writings
like Spinoza's Ethics and Hegel's Phenomenology of Mind.
e.

nt,

j

i

CASE OF MATERIALISM
What one wants to say about works of this sort is not that they
inform us about supersensible realities, but rather that they open
our eyes to aspects of the world we had not previously noticed: they
enable us to see things in a new light and to get them into perspective. To establish that this is the object of the metaphysical enterprise I examine first the case of materialism, the metaphysical
system with which we are perhaps most familiar. Materialism is
often presented as the doctrine that nothing but matter exists; in
this form it would be open to the objection that it claims to tell us
what lies behind 'appearances'.
A better way of looking at it is to
see it as arguing that there is nothing (i.e., no object of possible experience) w'hich cannot be satisfactorily explained in material or,
more generally, natural terms. The materialist on this view asserts
the omnicompetence of science and in so doing suggests a way of
making sense of familiar experience, a conceptual scheme in terms
of which all the diverse phenomena of everyday life can be ac-- I
counted for.
SYSTEMATIC AND DOGMATIC
The case of materialism shows not only that metaphysics can be
it also enables us to see how
rather than
the metaphysician is at once systematic and dogmatic. Metaphysics
is dogmatic because the metaphysician is at once systematic and
dogmatic. Metaphysics is dogmatic because the metaphysician is
committed to a certain point of view which he is not prepared to
regard as open to question. The materialist, for example, regards
it as absurd or unthinkable that there could be anything which could
not be satisfactorily explained in natural terms, for him the principle that everything has a natural explanation is, as Collingwood
argued, an 'absolute presupposition'. This does not mean that metaphysical systems are arbitrarily come by: on the contrary, they are
all suggested by certain facts or features of experience. But it does
show that metaphysicians are not
putting forward
empirical hypotheses: metaphysical assertions are not empirical
but a priori.
this-world-

j
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other-worldl-
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super-scientis-

j
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ARISTOTLE AND KANT
I proceed in the paper to try to show that this account of metaphysics will apply to classical systems of metaphysics as well as to
materialism, choosing the cases of Aristotle and Kant as my ex
amples. Each of these, I argue, offered a distinctive way of looking
at the world and a unitary set of terms in which to make sense of it.
But the very fact that this account can be given of their work
suggests a further question, more fundamental than any so far
propounded: the question how we are to choose between alternative
Positivists used to say that metaphysical
systems of metaphysics.
propositions are unverifiable, because they claim to tell us what
lies behind experience. We have argued that this account of then-statuis wrong, but the essential problem remains, since each
metaphysician claims that his is the true or the proper or the
correct point of view.
s

ENTER SYMPATHETICALLY
Appeal to the facts will not solve this problem. Every metaphysician claims to give an overall interpretation of the facts, but
each of them decides for himself what he takes to be fact. In default
of an 'objective' test, it is suggested that our only way of testing
a metaphysicians's assertions is to enter into his system sympathetically, try to make his point of view our own and then see for
ourselves whether what he asserts makes sense. This procedure is
the easier to apply because every metaphysical system not only has
a conceptual superstructure, but rests on a fundamental insight;
what we have to do is seize this fundamental insight and try to make
it our own. Such a test may well seem something less than
scientific, but it is a form of authentication familiar in the humanities, for example in trying to determine the correctness of a suggested literary interpretation or reading. Perhaps, however, we
should do well in relying on it to say not that it establishes metaphysical truth, but only that it enables us to see how this or that
system is 'enlightening', 'authentic' or 'convincing'. The mistake of
past philosophers may have been in treating metaphysics as if it
were a pretended science, when it is really a humane discipline,
closer to literary criticism or to history than to physics or
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THE SPOKESMAN
Obviously, the authors of the letter which appears on this page,
written in "answer" to Mr. Speeth's article about the $2,200 Defalcation (Les Elgart: More Gould) in the last issue, have misinterpreted Mr. Speeth's meaning.
First, we note these facts: For less than half the sum being
spent on Elgart we could have an excellent dance band this weekend.
As far as name goes, Wooster high school has hired Elgart for a
May date. So, apparently, we are no longer in competition with
Dartmouth.
Secondly, with the exception of faculty lectures, in the last two
years the college has had only one top lecturer, Brand Blanshard.
Most schools of the quality of which Kenyon desires to be, have a
top lecturer at least once a month. Concerts at Kenyon have been
rather miserable, too. Apparently, performers use their recitals
here for rehearsals.
We then have three suppositions:
However, some
1) . Dance weekend should not be
of the money spent on this one dance band could be put to several
other, more beneficial uses.
2) . These other uses include providing for more social divergence
by putting $1,000 in another weekend during the year or channeling
this excess money into better lectures or other "cultural" activities.
And, here, we approach the
3) . The latter two seem preferable.
essence of Mr. Speeth's article. The social committee is not entirely
t.
For, if
to blame. Let us say that they merit only fifty
dance bands,
the only desire of the student body is for gross-nam- e
then something is decidedly wrong with the admissions policy.
If the administration cannot entice top rate lecturers and performers here, then something is wrong with a school which is going
policy, including paving roads, etc.
ahead on a gigantic
Certainly this money can be channeled out of the social fund for
and we consider the cultural decadence of the
more urgent needs
college in urgent need of repair.
The attitude to this problem is rather apathetic: we are not near a
city, so why bother with any sort of cultural diversification; we
have an excellent faculty, so why bother obtaining eight good
outside speakers a year; we have two dance weekends, so why
bother putting money in another social event. And, too, there's
always liquid diversification.

Dear Messrs, Speeth & Kleinbard,
The Social Chairmen welcome
your article and find it of considerable interest. As the policies
of the committee are established
by the democratic processes of
voting, they suggest that you
refer your ideas to your fraternity
representative so that they may
be considered in a situation where
they might do some good. If a
majority of the committee should
feel that Dance Weekend should
be deemphasized, the Chairmen
will carry out their wishes. With
the money saved from the dances
we can have concerts. As for the
Dance Weekends this year, it was
the definite wish of the committee
e
bands be contacted.
that
It is within the knowledge of the
Chairmen that Case Tech offered
Elgart $2,100 for the same night
as this coming Dance Weekend,
Friday. Had we not paid what
we did, we would not have gotten
Steps are being
the contract.
taken for the formation of some
sort of Ohio league to secure top
bands at a discount. However, if
it is the wish of the committee
that we dispense with the inconvenience of dancing altogether,
we are sure next year's committee
will receive no hindrance in this
direction from us.
Sincerely,
Robert S. Price '58
Barton Hoexler '58
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Ward Among Angels
by Christopher Ward
It would seem that "My Three Angels," surely one of the most
popular comedies of the last five or ten years, has been performed
by countless high schools and summer stock groups. There is one
place however that it has not yet been seen, Gambier, Ohio, and to
Gambier last week it came. The Kenyon audiences appeared to
share in the enjoyment that this
Dlav is always able to generate, ..
the evening. Linda Devin had a
, , ,
of youthfulness
that was
J
Yet 1t Mquality
.
.
was a respectable one.
a delight to watch. Michael Soy
q
nntfatiip
nnininn
rooictor
mud
;
u
u
i
it an...,, i, mour as the third of the convicts
ynuj say uiaipiety leserii.
uie
funny
lines, did not have much to say but he
of
some
spite
in
me,
said it with vigour. David Johnas unimaginative and often tired
convincing as Henri
some. Perhaps I lack a sense of son was
gave
and
most
the
interesthumor or am just unresponsive to
g
snakes. ing interpretation of a character
convicts and
that we have yet seen from him.
BRILLIANCE
porThe current production decidedly Keith Anderson succeded in
benefited from two strong per- traying the unimaginative Paul
formances by John Stanley and while David Peoples, as the LieuPeter Philips. Mr. Stanley's work, tenant, looked and acted like the
probof course, is familiar to us but he answer to Marie Louise's
Mary
English
a
lems.
created
has never before exhibited such
fine control of movement and delightful Madame Parole. Mrs.
timing. This is the best job he English seems to have quite a bit
has yet done on the Gambier of theatrical skill and we will be
stage. Peter Philips obviously anxious to see her in a more
enjoyed his part and he gave it demanding part.
IMAGINATION
a great deal of lusty vitality. ToTony Seininger and assistants
gether these two actors dominated
the evening and we will look executed a pleasant set. It was
forward to seeing them in more obviously the result of imagination and hard work. The cosinteresting material.
tumes also added color and life
CHARM
The rest of the cast, while lack- to the goings-on- .
ing some of the brilliance of Mr.
Taken all in all, "My Three
Stanley and Mr. Philips, acted Angels" was a successful producwell under the direction of James tion. One only wishes that all
Michael. Hilda First had con- this time, talent, and energy had
siderable charm as Madame Duco-te- l. been spent on something of more
Arthur Pellman as her hus- - real dramatic merit.
.
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A Note On Frustration
Of The Romantic Mind
by Michael Grella
The romantic mind finds its chief frustration in the ideal of
a theme essential to the romantic vision. The romantic finds
himself faced with the same dilemma that faced Keats in "Ode on a
Grecian Urn," that of the timeless, but cold, beauty of art in oppo.
sition to the temporal, but vital, beauty immediately at hand in life.
It is the despair of the romantic seen to resolve itself
into two
mind that while the one is perparts,
art,
of
one
the
the
other of
manent and ageless, it is unatreality.
tainable, except in the most obThe beauty of reality paradoxjective sense, and that the other,
though transient, is alive and ically gives rise to the romantic's
warm. The only solution would chief sorrow, that of decay inseem to be that of the fantasy of herent in life, of death in the flesh
immortal youth, which combines for while the hope of the romantic
the best features of both ends of is art, his despair is life. He is
the problem.
forever mourning the rose, which
is plagued with the worm at its
REALISTIC SOLUTION
The realistic solution, of course, core.
is founded on an appreciation of
TIME DESTROYS
art, seen objectively as outside a
The essence of this decay in
context of change, for art permanlife is time, and it is time that the
ently reflects an instant in the
mourns, for it is time
pattern of change, while it is not romantic
destroys. Time is the worm.
that
itself part of that pattern. It is
outside time. (Necessarily,
of
ENDLESS LONGING
course, the artist is essentially
The frustration lies in the inromantic, for his ideal in creation evitable irresolution in which the
is timelessness
he lifts an in- problem must end. The two poles
stant of beauty out of its context of beauty, real and unreal, temof time and makes it a perman- poral and timeless, are irreconent unreality.) The observer, who cilable, and the romantic is left
is inexorably caught up in the to an endless longing for the peflux of time, must see the instant rmanence of art in the transience
for what it is, beautiful but un- of reality, longing which evereal. The idea of beauty, then, is ntually must lead to despair.
time-lessnes-

s,

A QUIET NOTE
ON A NOISY MAN
In the beginning

of Ihis semester

ppointed business manager

Mr. Emerson Boyd was a-

and maintenance supervisor of the college.
Since that time there have been some derogatory remarks about Mr.

See Spokesman, this payv, for an
Boyd, his methods and his mannerisms, most of these jibes aroused
answer.
through the usual Kenyon rumor. However, these seem to have
been more subjectively directed towards a New man, one who is
Dear Sir,
disturbing the sleepy
of Gambier, than objectively
towards the man, himself.
Well, they did it!
Whether we feel that the money put into the jobs Mr. Boyd has
We have this year s year book
undertaken is being put to the correct tasks or not, we must agree
before last year's year book.
that Boyd is doing his job
and more than that. He has, in the
Hooray!
course of the few weeks he has been at the college, painted Ascension,
It was a sort of a strange year. started to put the grounds in order, enlarged parking facilities,
Everything
went along pretty started work on most of the buildings: and there is a long, long
well right up to Fall Dance Week- list of other items accomplished, in process or on the drafting table
end, but then things sort of fell (or in front of the college bookkeeper). ..Also, Mr. Boyd is always
apart. Nothing happened. There willing to discuss student problems concerning
his department.
are a few people who claim that As someone said: credit where
something did happen, but they
are probably thinking of last year
or maybe next year. Maybe
not. Who cares. We have now,
in hand, on tap, before us;
by John Anderson
1. Pictures of the campus.
Tins past Friday evening was about as innocuous as the Hill Theater's pr2. Pictures of all the faculty esentation of My Three Angels which deserves more comment than the spare
with lots and lots of cute re- material of the play itself. The program sets the scene for the production:
marks underneath. Real cute. "The action of the play takes place in the family Ducotel's living room Kick
of a general store in Cayenne, French Guiana,, December 1910."
The activities
3. Pictures of most of the senof the ten member cast revolve about
iors.
the weak spots of not only the play
this setting.
4. Pictures of most of the memhut also the cast.
Miss Devin was
GARBAGE DISPOSAL
bers of most of the organizaquite unconvincing in her portrayal "f
tions on the hill with the
The play is a dreamy bit of imagin- a stock ironic part and she served in
usual inanities underneath. ation which deserves the amateur keep this production high upon the list
production it received.
5. Pictures of most of the memThe saving of amateur undertakings by the Drbers of most of the fraterni- grace of the play itself is the occassional amatic Club.
ties on the hill with the usual show of wit and cleverness which pops
CHARACTER CARRIER
from the large flow of doggerel inherent
inanities underneath.
Madam
in
Parole is a role of unnecesuch
a
script.
6. Pictures of all the
tea ms.
ssary
comic relief which could easily
(Yes Mom, they did play
Tony Seininger and his crew did a fine
have been omitted from the play, h"1
baseball that year.)
job on the rather dreamy scenery by
Mary English carried the character as
mixing blues, greens and yellows into
7. Pictures showing Kenyon refar as the writing would allow and must
laxing innocently. (It's only a striking "living room back of a gen- he lauded
for her appearance in tl"s
un-equilibri-

i
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um

Anderson In Heaven

3.2 Mom.)

eral store."
reviewer the

And

at

least

gave

this

part.

The play

contains

Hat

several

impression
of a French
Pictures of people taking
characters which give little opportunity
pictures of people taking pic- Guiana junglish atmosphere to the to the actor for truly developing l"s
tures of people. Or is it the right off stage. The stage setting was talents before the audience.
well acclimated
to the intent of the
other way around?
play, but the other physical aspects of
WOULD-BCOMEDY
All this and it's out early too.
The three angels themselves are the
Oil, there'll be a few of those egg- the production deserve no special note
central characters of the play and coheads who say that you can't have as they were of a standard nature.
nsequently possess the finest witty hms
a yearbook that doesn't take in
UNINSPIRED
r
in this would-bPeter
comedy.
the whole year, but they don't
'lo follow the program listing, Felix poitrayed Joseph, a clever crafty SeiHinJ
make any dilTercncc. They probrel who knits the higher humor to
ably go for the Marquis De Sade Ducotel was given an uninspired
by
Arthur Pellman.
The vaudeville elements of the script. Phil'P
and Ed Gien and Nikita and
character was an honest dolt with rather possesses a fair
amount of t hc.itric.il
Denny.
stock lines and emotions, and in truth talent but he
his role in
overacted
To sum it all up, I bought Pellman
gave the audience this impresthis
play.
He
did not regulate his l"IK
a pretty big pig in a poke but I sion.
But the actor did not give his and thus he could not carry the varyinf
just found out that I can't get a character the full
development he de- climaxes his part required.
By a"11'
k
payment not to feed served. Hilda First
portrayed the wife trarily ranking the cast Philips is see'""1'
him,
of Ducotel, (a rather Hat wifely char- only to
John Stanley, Jules, in
HOW DO I GET MY MONEY acter who gives little sway in
presentapresentation last Friday.
BACK!
tion to the actress) and fulfilled the ex- portrayed an older
angel who had
Lovingly,
pectations of the role. The daughter of
of clever lines and wise conn"11
Leif E. Ancker
the Ducotels, Linda Devin, was one of
(Continued on page three)
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Introducing Robert Lowell
very best poet of the decade just before ours was, by general consensus,
Robert
a man who transferred from Harvard to Kenyon.
Lowell,
Lowell is probably the
best literary man Kenyon has ever turned out and yet his poems are read less by present
The

mvov. .vuilu
SLtiLn-ii,
n.. eiupieu
tnum uie has a very difficult job to do. On
Christ walks on the black watrecently
er. In Black Mud
To have to introduce page four there is the poem "The
unqualified.
Holy Innocents" which has these
Darts the kingfisher. On CorLowell to undergraduate readers
pus Christi, heart,
is both ironic and lines:
at Kenyon
King Herod shrieking vengeOver the drum-beof St.
painful.
ance at the curled
Stephen's choir
The book which should receive
Up knees of Jesus choking in
I hear him, Stupor Mundi, and
attention is the Pulitzer
first
the air,
the mud
Winner of 1947, Lord
prjze
Flies from his hunching wings
Weary 's Castle, in which Mr LoweA king of speechless clods and
and beak
my heart,
Such
ll's best work appears.
infants. Still
The blue kingfisher dives on
titles in this book as "The First
The world
you in fire.
Herod;
Sunday of Lent," "The Crucifix,"
and the year,
and:
and "To Peter Taylor on the Feast
The nineteen-hundre- d
forty-fift- h
I will catch Christ with a
of the Epiphany" indicate that we
of grace,
greased worm,
have a Christian poet before us.
Lumbers
with
losses
And
up
when the Prince of Darkthe
symbolism
of
traditional
The
clinkered hill
ness stalks
Christianity, as far as poetry is
Of our purgation;
My bloodstream to its Stygian
concerned, is, by now, cliche, so
term . .
poet
and the next poem:
we know that this Christian
On water the
walks.
The
symbols
and
the
language
More Meat are all fresh and "new." No one
Fancy Fish Nearly Fries First Fray. could object to Lowell's use of the
Fresh Facts Face Famous Fracous' ancient general framework.
But
START
Freyed Facade. Fortunate Finds Fig- before we even notice the symure From Fermented Food. Fanatic bolism we are immediately struck
YOUR
r
Fastidious Fan Focuses On Faded by an intensity of language the
Famous Feat. Fellow Features
equal of which the English LanVACATION
Fouling Feed And Fate Fet- guage has probably never seen
tering Folk To Fatigue (not to men- before. In spite of the difficulties
THE
tion fare and tear) Field Force Foiled, of ready comprehension, there is
Flinches, Flees as Feud Falters When easily seen on first reading a
SMART
February Food Flops. Forlorn Folly Christ who moves through a
Followed By Fall Of Fervent Foe.
black, corrupted world, dispensWAY
author's preface and protest to Col- ing difficult Grace. The traditionlegian.
al ways of thinking about Christ
Russia needed more meat.
In 1913 in metaphor are
the consumption of beef and the an- and presented in as compact and
nual calf birthrate were each nearly purely poetic language
as one
It is also very
9,000,000 head.
Even had the peace could wish for.
continued the Empire's total of 52,000,-00- satisfying to find a poet who is
to write about major
head would have dwindled steadily willing
problems of good and evil with a
unless rationing were introduced .
?
M)'
clarity and persistence that is
EUROPE'S WORST
missing from most modern poetry.
The Czar told Colonel McCormick,
"The war was very sudden and very A good world contends with an
unexpected." The army, in the throes evil one in every Lowell poem.
WORLD IN CONFLICT
of reorganization, had to call up millions
As
Randall Jarrell has pointed
of peasants just before the Harvests.
out, the evil world consists of
General Knox describes how over 4,000,-00men were put into motion by the "statis or inertia of the stubborn
mobilization. To get to the front the self, the obstinent persistence of
...
peasant-recruhad to travel an average evil that is damnation . . . , the
of between
600 and 700 miles on closed, the turned inward, incest,
.
.
.
The Old Law, imperialism,
Europe's worst railroad.
militarism, capitalism, Calvinism,
NO AUTOMATIC BRAKES
Authority, the proper Bostonians
Russia had more miles of rail than and the rich." The world in conany other nation save the United States. flict with these evils is one freeHowever, she had only 140 of the rail dom, salvation, and the Grace that
concentration of Great Britain and but has replaced the Old Law. The
l25th as many kilometers of line per battle that these worlds wage
square kilometer as Germany; in 1913 with each other in Lowell's poems
there were but 24,000 carloadings a is a pitched one. Some of the
day in the whole Empire; the average poems show the triumph of darktrain speed was 200 miles per day, half ness but most end with an intense
the French average; there was no net- affirmation of the Christ the Libwork, no parallel lines so that bottle- erator.
Among the most effective
necks could be bypassed;
cars lacked passages attack the evils manifest
COACH PARTY
FARES
automatic brakes and were damaged in the modern world and the evils
save each person in your group
easily; and, lastly, there were only of the self:
of 25 or more 28
of regular
3,309 refrigeration cars in Russia in
Darkness has called to darkness,
fare.
1913.
and disgrace
The Russian peasant under the
Elbows about our windows in
Speca for Married Students
Czars used little beef in his diet.
this planned
Use The Family Fare Plan
Cereals were his staple, beef a festival
of Boston where our
Babel
j
wives ride one way free.
food. Russian soldiers were put on
money talks
an urban diet and millions of male
And multiplies the darkness of
peasants were assigned a ration of
a land
34 pounds of meat each day. This Of preparation . . .
kenyOIl
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Vice For The Lovelorn
Dear Anne: I have been going
steady with a boy now for three
years, but we only see each other
once a week, on Tuesday afternoons during his lunch hour at
the hypodermic needle factory.
My friends think that I am crazy
for going with him because he
glasses and has
wears horn-ripimples and a goatee. He refuses
to marry me until I can play the
drums well enough to "carve
Max." The trouble is, I don't know
what this means, and every time
I ask him, he slaps me. My mother thinks that he is a schlimeel.
What can I do?
Nervous
A: What's wrong with a goatee?
m

it

p

I
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m hi
WONDERFUL FUN
FOR EVERYONE
Have a
"party" while you
,rvel! Enjoy fine food...
delightful refreshments...
haPPy talk. Avoid worry about
Jfoffic congestion, highway
hazards, and weather conditions.
A,l your
local ticket or travel
"Sent NOW

about these great
money.,aving plant.

EASTER

Dear Anne:

N

Railroads

was a strain on the beef supply.
There were other strains too: the harvest of 1914 suffered a failure amounting to 257r of the crop of the year
previous and meat was needed, and
used, to make up for the failure; money
was more available during the war
(Struve in Food Supply in Russia During the World War indicates that bank
savings increased steadily until 1916)
and civilians desired the luxury of more
meat; a fourth reason, the prohibition
on liquor introduced early in the war
caused a desire for more meat; and
finally, the incursions of the Central
Powers into much of the Empire's most
highly developed agricultural areas resulted in the destruction of many animals, the evacuation of perhaps 25,000,-00refugees, and a need for new supply
sources to replace the lost ones.
Golovine writes in his The Russian
Army in the World War, page 164:
"In the first year of the War

(Continued on page four)

I walk upon the flood:
My way is wayward;

0

there

is

no way out:
Now how the weary waters
swell,
The tree is down in blood!
All the bats of Babel flap about
The rising sun of hell.
A RETURN?
Lowell's poems represent a refreeturn from the Eliot-Poun- d
dom to that formalism which is at
the very essence of poetry. The
traditional ingredients of form in
English poetry are present: meter,
alliteration, alternating length of
sentences, pauses, and counterpoint between lines and sentences.
The prevalence of alliteration and
close clusters of accents produces
many effects similar to those of
Gerard Manley Hopkins, though
there are many successful pas-- (
Continued on page four)

Dear Anne: A boy has invited me
to spend the weekend with him at
his college. The school is only
for boys, and friends tell me that
all they do the whole weekend is
smash up furniture, chase girls
and drink until they get sick. Do
you think it is all right to go?
A: Only a strumpet would go to
a dance like that.

A: You've been reading too much

Freud. Didn't you ever have
a course in hygiene?
Your
blemishes are probably from
eating too much sweets.
Dear Anne: I am a teenage girl
and I keep having the same dream
all the time. I dream that I am
walking through the woods with
a lovely bouquet of violets. Then
suddenly, a tall thin man appears
and asks if he can smell the roses.
I say yes, please do, and he does.
He seems to like the flowers and
goes to pick one of them, but at
the last minute he changes his
mind and runs away. Then, for
some reason, I have an uncontrollable desire to eat the violets.
What does all this mean?
Wondering
A: Try snap dragons next time,
honey.

Dear Anne: Recently I wrote a
story for the school magazine
which was given a scathing review in the school newspaper.
What can I do in the face of such
mass insensitivity?
A: Why don't you retire to a
I
can
How
Dear Anne: I am beat.
secluded farm, in say . . .
find salvation?
Indiana?
A: Lift weights.
Dear Anne: I took your advice
being led off the
Dear Anne: Last week I met a and I am now
Hall by a
of
patio
Peirce
back
pasa
had
very sweet boy and
my
not
is
date and
boy
who
sionate affair with him. Now I
I don't like at all. If I call
whom
pimples.
big
with
out
broken
am
my date, do you think he'll come?
Do you think this is a manifestaA: Who?
tion of guilt feelings?
Anderson

ROUGH EDGES
from page two)

(Continued

This role was fortunately given to an
experienced
trouper who was able to
sympathetically

present

this truly round,

The
written character.
and
third angel was the younger Alfred, ably
interpreted by Michael Seymour. Seywell

full

mour

has promise

and should

be seen

again in the Hill Theater.

JOHNSON RECOMMENDED
Henri Trochard as David Johnson
presented

him was a mercenary

man in

part responsible for Ducotel's original
downfall. Trochard is not a very imaginative character so far as the authors
had drawn him for he too was quite
standard as comic villains go. Johnson
turned in a moderately good performance and deserves another "character"
Henri's nephew
role here at Kenyon.
Paul is even more typical than his uncle.
was about as unAnderson
imaginative in his portrayal of Paul
as one can find in a college production.
Keith

All of the characters were in one
sense character roles, a tendency which
lowers the whole play in this reviewer's
opinion. It also appears that if the
production were given more rehearsal
it would not have produced some of the
received by the audience.
impressions
A great many "rough edges" might
easily have been smoothed if the play
were to be presented this week-end- .
Mr. Michael scored an unparalleled
success with
Bartholomew Pair but
did not quite live up to expectawith this attempt. It would be
unjust to omit lauding the outstanding
tions

parts

of the play,

but

these

were all to few in number

segments

and quality.

To this reviewer the play is not even a
first rate ironic comedy and the amateur
production did not augment the faults
We
inherent within the play itself.
for the best when we quote
member
of the Hill group as saying,
one

do hope

"Wait until next

.

.

."
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McLaren
(Continued

from page one)

sical questions about the 'real"
will be answerable one way or the
other after, and only after, the
confusion amidst the many styles
and modes of seeing the world
(all of which are partial sources
of our knowledge) is wiped out.
Professor Walsh's suggestions,
then, do furnish a partial criteria
for truth in metaphysics, perhaps
the only criteria that are relevant
and important and possible at this
time. The final criteria will come
out of ihe mist, to be used, if not
capable of explication, as in
science, only when the truth itself has appeared.

Walsh Too Emperica!
by Prof. Virgil C. Aldrich
Professor Walsh's persuasive account of what metaphysics is supposed to do is now perplexing
me with a question. The impression he gave is almost positivistic
in its insistence that the metaphysician's aim is to advocate a system of concepts that bear on experience, enriching and illuminating it. This is why he thought
of the enterprise as "empirical."
But this notion that metaphysics
is flouted
is experience-oriente- d
by various classical cases. Consider Plato. His metaphysical
message is that experience must
be transcended in favor of something higher and better. In principle, the dialectician will take
no clues from experience once he
understands the nature of reality.
Experience will be beneath his
notice.
Professor Walsh is under a
more Hegelian influence, which
does not draw as sharp a line
between experience and reason.
But even Hegel was fiercely
questing for the Absolute, never
mind what this did to experiences.
All this makes me wonder about
experience"
the
Walsh
note which
Professor
sounded, as relevant to metaphysics in general.
''for-the-sake--

of

We'd

--

and Walsh

by Gunther Weil
It was perhaps rather unfortunate that Mr. Walsh introduced the
word "truth" as the end product
of a series of criteria which exhibited value judgement influences.
In other words, Mr. Walsh carefully brought us to a situation in
which "truth" no longer seemed
to be the autonomous entity which
remains aloof from the whims,
wishes, and convictions of the
disciplined listener. Rather, the
appeal to controlled subjective
standards produced a situation into which any internally logical,
and
insightful,
comprehensive,
flourished metaphysical discourse
could be called true. While the
logical positivists among us would
squirm at such an assumption a
case could possibly be made for
such a view if stricter controls on
the application of "truth" were
made. Mr. Walsh suggested this
line of reasoning at the end of his
paper but I could not help feeling
that this point was severly neglected. The discussion preceeding
the reading perhaps indicated the
confusion which results from the
lack of these controls. While it
was not the point of the symposium to discuss the general use of
this designation or the controls
involved in its sophisticated use
it might have helped to touch
upon this as a general guide for
As it was, the
the perplexed.
perplexed among us may have
became even more perplexed in
regards to this problem.
The difficulty of establishing
external critera for metaphysical
discourse is most certainly a difficulty which the contemporary
metaphysician must face if the
fruit of his labor is to be regarded
as at all meaningful. That certain
critics would exclude meaning

from the whole of metaphysics is
unfortunate, but perhaps serves to
counteract the defenders of metaphysics who are still crying that
it is a
It is for us
to determine whether or not the
metaphysician
in question has
taken the problem of external
criteria and attempted to face it
squarely. The artist and writer
both do, but they, thank God,
don't claim "truth" for their products.
Perhaps some aesthetic
criticism might be useful for a
start in the direction of establishing these criteria.
I have difficulty seeing any other line of
direction if the pedagogical defender of metaphysics is to appeal to more than an attempt at
a Weltanshauung for the defense
of his proclamations.
Whether
this is enough justification for un- Needs Meat
(Continued from page three)
controlled utterances is another
problem. It may very well be a
5,000,000 head of cattle were taken
for the army, which, together with
psychological one requiring more
the number killed for home coninvestigation
into the motives
sumption, made an imposing total
underlying such proclamations;
of 14,000,000.
as a
Moreover,
but this is a new sphere altoof the
result of the evacuation
gether. Whether or not it should
western provinces, not less than
be brought to bear on the former
4,000,000 head in the region were
might make a tasty debate some
lost.
A total of 18,000,000 were
Sunday.
supra-scienc-

to
a number equal
The retwice the annual increase.
maining 44,000,000 . . . could give
an increase of only 7,000,000,
whereas for the army and people together 14,000,000 were needed."

slaughtered,

the Symposium

Last year Professor Aldrich
spoke on The Mandarins, at that
time a controversial novel by Sim-on- e
de Bcauvoir. It was this discussion, held in the South Hanna
Lounge, which led to the inception
of the Kcnyon Symposium.
The
Symposium held its first official
meeting this past Fall. Sponsored
by the Philosophy department and
the Archon fraternity, the Sym
posium is the result of work by
tiro Kenyon students
one of
them, Ronald McLaren, a senio
honors philosophy major Mr. Aid- rich, and the Archons, icho supplied their lounge and pledges
(often times the active membership, too) for the manual work.
And, of course
those individuals
on the faculty
have so yen
erously donated their time to
the talks. During the
course of the year the Symposium
published the speaker's alistract
of his talk and any commoits
written by individuals that had
attended the mectinys in The
Aftermath.
For the final meeting, the Symposium, through the efforts of Professor Yolton, was able to obtain
W. H. Walsh, Oxford philosopher,
as a speaker.
Other speakers duriiu the year
were Professor Denham Sutcliffc,
Professor Minoo Adenwalla, Professor John Crowe Ransom, Professor O. M. Nikodym, Professor
Charles Thornton, Professor Ray
mond English, Mr. Junzo Shono
and Professor Paul Titus.
It is the Collegian's opinion that
the Symposia were the most worthwhile efforts on this campus, tJiis
year, to instill some of the ideas
of the liberal arts, of thought-cn-leavback into the college. The
last meeting leaves us with the
hope that the Kcnyon Symposium
will continue next year utilizing the
thinking potential that the college
certainly contains.
o
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by Chuck Bronson
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Kcnyon's Judo team took first
place in a triangular meet with
OSU and OU at the College on
Saturday, April 26. Steve Wachtcl
won in the team contest, but lost
to the same man in the individuals. Bud Linden won three,
Dave Wiltchik two, Dave De
Shavio two, Gunther Weil one,
and Herb Winkler two. During the
meet there was a demonstration
by an Ohio State Black Belt and
Steve Wachtcl.
By reciprocal agreement the
Kenyon team traveled to Ohio U.
for a triangular meet with the
same schools the night before.
Wachtcl won seven matches, six
by one point throws.

May the reader determine
will lead.

where

this

SMALL CANS
There are further complications.
plants
There were 15
in Russia. They were small and had
but a limited amount of tin plate
even in peacetime. As it was easier
to organize the men of the cities, all
factories were subject to constant
turnover of workers, especially early
in the war, so that ( ) there was a
reduction of output, (2) there was a
decline in quality, (3) accidents became more frequent, and (4) damage
to equipment became more common.
Factories had to pay higher wages
and buy food to sell to their employees cheaply to attract a labor force. It
is apparent that the canneries, backward in times of peace, would in time
of war be of little assistance in alleviating the problems of shipping
meat.
food-cannin- g

1

GENERAL BOGATKO
These shipping problems were created
by the railroads, which had, as we saw,
few refrigeration cars, and no ice stations for freezing them. General Bogat-ko- ,
one time Assistant Chief of the
Supply Department, noted:
"The delivery of live stock . . was
fraught with many disadvantages

(Continued

on page five)

(Continued from page three)
sages that are homely and colloquial.
BORED?
So, if there are any poetry
readers at Kcnyon who ever get
bored by lines like "Who killed
bird?", they
the bright-heade- d
may find the kind of poetry which
they are looking for in "Lord
Weary's Castle. After all, Randall Jarrell said, "a few of these
poems . . will be read as long
D.
as men remember English."
.

BARNCORD
Shoe Repair
37

Public Square

the advent of warm weather
Lord baseball fortunes have begun to
look up.
Clipping along at a .400
pace for the week, the Lords' in winning two out of five ball games this
a much
more
past week, displayed
balanced attack than in previous outings.
After losing to Oberlin 10-all hard
Capital 2 and Denison
fought contests, the Lords finally synchronized
and slick
a patent attack
pitching for a doubleheader sweep
from Hiram on Saturday.
The most encouraging feature of the past week has
been the stickout mound performance
of half-pin- t
Herb Blake. Not an overpowering pitcher, Blake apparently has
found that all important control which
was eluding him earlier in the season.
Against
Denison and again against
Hiram, Blake turned in low run performances.

With

3,

7--

9-- 7,

You don't win without hits and Ray
Brown
and
Lenny Whiteman
have
proved
to he the bellcows
for the
Lords thus far. Brown, a "hitter where
they ain't," is currently leading the
Lord's batting average wise. Whiteman,
on the other hand, is the muscleman in
the lineup. It has become increasingly
clear that the pill has eyes when White-ma- n
is up, for several hard shots of his
have ended as loud outs. Perhaps the
double victory over Hiram will prove
to be a tonic to the diamond men.
Where there's captain
Bennington,
Brown,
and
Holmes,
Babb,
there's
reason for hope.
Oberlin accomplished a double KO
for while the baseball nine plowed the
Lords under, across the way Oberlin's
lacrosse team eked out a 9-triumph
over Kcnyon's game crew in one of the
most exciting games seen in Benson
Bowl for many seasons.
The Lords,
trailing at halftime by three goals,
forged back to tic things up midway
in the fourth quarter. From then on it
was a see-sabattle of nerve and skill
7

w

FOR

BOYS

AND

MEN

GIRLS,

YOU

WOULD

LIKE

16-1- 0

in the scoring

column.

However, in this one the midfield
began
to function
smoothly
while
Weidcnkopf fired in two goals. Last
Sunday the Lords met the Cleveland
Lacrosse Club fresh from a 12-victor)
over Denison. In spite of Anderson's
four goals and Jim Buffalin's agressive
play at midfield, the Lords went down
Don Peppers went scoreless, but
like Ed Farr and Jim Riddle he came
through with one of his better
games of the season. Next game on the
agenda: The Bucks of Ohio State.
6

8--

5.

all-arou-

nd

Har-TrCourts proved friendly to
the Lords as they downed Kent State
However, at
and Woostcr
Delaware the netmen were upset by a
scrappy Wesleyan crew.
u
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SMOOTHER, CLEARER,
COMPLEXION?
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The

"CAMPUS" Kit consists of 6
different EFFECTIVELY-MEDICATEcomponent parts: Face
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DEFINITE IMPROVEMENT withor YOUR MONEY
in 30 days
Fair enough?
BACK!

E
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created!

EVER

HEALTHIER,

Kit offers
IMMEDIATE relief from the discomfort and embarrassment of unblemishes,
sightly acne, pimples,
discolorations and other skin disorders! What's more, we'll PROVE
that "CAMPUS" will help clear up
or show
that "PROBLEM" skin

Soap, Blemish Cream, Facial
Pack, "Coverall" Blemish Stick,
Face Lotion and Vitamin A
25,001)
L'SP Units: the most
complete and THOROUGHLY-EFFECTIVcomplexion-car-

all-NE-

PUS"

D

Simple to use
just a few minutes a
will give you amazing results
day
A
you probably thought impossible!
cleaner,
clearer,
healthier, smoother
glowing complexion . . . and with
such a wonderful new feeling of perfect grooming
Over a months supply, postage paid,
direct-to-yofor only . . .
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INTERNATIONAL STANDARD

BELOW AND MAIL TODAY!

LABORATORIES,

INC.,

700 Prudential Bldg., Houston 25, Texas.
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Mount Vernon's

of atonement, the Lords
Wesleyan
in a free
scoring affair at Delaware. Once more
it was Anderson and Peppers leading
way

By

humbled

DO YOU HAVE A
"PROBLEM" SKIN?

Mount Vernon, Ohio

LEMASTERS

which saw the Lords' attackmen and
defensemen play brilliantly. The game
lost in a double overtime to Hibbard
& Company, brought Phil Newman into
focus as the fine athlete that he is
Time and again Newman took shots
on the shoulders and arms as the
Oberlin midfield outplayed and outran
the Lord midfield to storm down at
random on the Lords' goal. Again the
defensive unit of Mark Powdermaker
Hutch Hodgeson, and captain Tom
Mason showed well.
Hodgeson, Sherman tank
1, and Powdermaker
displayed surprising agility for big men.
At the other end of the field captain
Peppers and Jack Anderson exhibited a
scintillating bag of tricks, much to the
Oberlin goalie's chagrin. Bruce Hobler
the Baltimore flash, also contributed to
the Lords cause with two goals. Re.
fleeting on the battle, pne might sav
that there was too little Kenyon midfield
and not enough of Peppers, Jackson,
and Farr.
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STATE

Kit

